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Abstract
The performance of any OCR system heavily
depends upon printing quality of the input document.
Many OCRs have been designed which correctly
identify fine printed documents both in Indian and
foreign scripts. But little reported work has been found
on the recognition of the degraded documents. The
performance of standard machine printed OCR system
working for fine printed documents decreases, if it is
tested on degraded documents. The degradation in any
document can be of many types. In this paper, we have
identified different kinds of degradation available in
printed Gurmukhi script. After identifying the different
kinds of degradation, problems associated with each
kind of degradation have been discussed; some
possible solutions have also been discussed. This paper
is extremely useful for researchers engaged in
recognizing the degraded documents in any script,
because same kinds of degradation can be found in
most of the scripts of the world.

1. Introduction
System for recognizing high quality machineprinted text can recognize words at a high level of
accuracy [1]. However, given a degraded text page,
performance usually drops significantly. For an OCR,
which generates too many errors in recognizing a
degraded document, it will be more efficient to type
the contents of the entire page into the computer than
to correct the errors in the OCR output. It is surprising
that after more than 45 years of research, OCR systems
are not close to matching human performance. Current
accuracy of the machine-printed characters is easily
higher than 99.90%, which is sufficient for many real
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applications. However, there are several applications
where the image quality is poor and standard OCR is not
able to reach sufficient recognition capability. This paper

outlines areas in which today’s systems can be
improved. In this paper we have identified different
kinds of degradation in printed Gurmukhi script.
A number of algorithms have been proposed in the
past to recognize the touching characters.
Segmentation of touching characters is major problem
during recognizing touching characters. Lee et al. [2]
have segmented the touching characters using
projection profiles and topographic features extracted
from the gray scale images. Bose and Kuo [3] used
Hidden Markov Model to recognize the touching and
degraded text. Tsujimoto and Asada [4] constructed a
decision tree for resolving ambiguity in segmenting
touching characters. Casey and Nagy [5] proposed a
recursive segmentation algorithm for segmenting
touching characters. Hong [6] has utilized visual interword constraint available in a text image to split word
images into pieces for segmenting degraded Roman
script characters. Kahan et al. [7] have proposed a very
useful double differential function to segment the
touching characters. Lu [8] proposed a generalized
differential technique for the purpose by mapping
vertical projection on to second projection called peakto-valley ratio.
Few algorithms have been investigated on
segmenting the touching characters in Indian scripts [914]. Bansal and Sinha [9] have segmented the
conjuncts (one kind of touching patterns) in
Devanagari script using the structural properties of the
script. Garain and Chaudhuri [10] have used a
technique based on fuzzy multifactorial analysis to
segment the touching characters in Devanagari and
Bangla scripts. Chaudhuri et al. [11] have used the
principle of water overflow from a reservoir to
segment the touching characters in Oriya script. Jindal
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et al. [12] has used the structural properties for
segmenting the touching characters in middle and
upper zone of printed Gurmukhi script. Lehal and
Singh [13, 14] have also tried to segment the touching
characters in upper zone of Gurmukhi script.
Not very much work has been reported to be done
to recognize the broken characters. Lu [8] has
discussed two methods of segmenting the broken
characters, first by employing a merging procedure
based on the estimated character width and intervals,
and second is to combine character components based
on the recognition results. Lu et al. [15] proposed an
algorithm based on estimation procedure, a sequential
merging procedure, as grouping procedure based on
the estimated character width, and a decision
procedure. Nakamura et al. [16] and Okamoto et al.
[17] proposed a character segmentation algorithm
based on propagation and shrinking in vertical and
horizontal directions. Droettboom [18] used a
technique based on graph combinatorics to rejoin the
appropriate connected components. Yanikoglu [19] has
estimated the pitch of the text and guided the
segmentation of broken characters by the location of
the pitch window, defined by the estimated pitch and
the offset.
Oguro et al. [20] have proposed three step solutions
for restoring faxed document by producing gray level
images. Natarajan et al. [21] have used Hidden Markov
Model for recognizing fax degraded documents.
Cannon et al. [22, 23] have suggested a method for
automatically improving the quality of degraded
images in a typewritten archive. Rodríguez et al. [24]
have developed a new cost function to segment
degraded typewritten digits.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no reported
work done in recognition of broken characters, faxed
documents and typewritten documents for any Indian
script. So there is wide scope to work in this area.
Properties of Gurmukhi script characters have been
discussed in [12].

2. Different Kinds of Degradations
We have identified different kinds of degradation
available in printed Gurmukhi script. We scanned
about 250 documents from different sources. The
sources of each kind of degradation, the problems
associated with each kind of degraded text, comparison
of each kind of degraded text in Gurmukhi with
corresponding degraded text in Roman script, some
possible solution for identifying each kind of degraded
text have been discussed in this section.

2.1. Touching Characters

This is the most commonly found degradation in
printed Gurmukhi script. In this category of degraded
text, two neighboring characters touch each other. The
biggest issue involved in recognition of touching
characters is to segment them correctly, i.e. identifying
the position at which the touching pair of characters
must be segmented. Every OCR must perform well to
the sensitive task of separating the touching characters.
The accuracy of any OCR depends heavily upon the
accuracy of segmentation process. The sources of
touching character documents are magazines with
heavy printing, newspapers printed on low quality
paper, very old books whose pages turn to be yellow
due to aging, Photostatted documents copied on low
quality machine etc..

Figure 1. Words containing touching
characters in printed Gurmukhi script.
Occurrence of the touching characters in any
document drastically decreases the performance of an
OCR. On statistical analysis of the touching characters,
we made following observations [10]:
1. Touching characters are found in all the three zones
of the document line, i.e. upper, middle and lower
zone.
2. The touching characters touch each other mostly at
the center of the middle zone, less frequently at top
of the middle zone and very less at the bottom of the
middle zone.
3. Most of the time touching characters have greater
aspect ratio than that of single individual characters.
4. Generally in a single word two characters touch each
other. The possibility of more than two touching
characters in single word is less.
5. Generally the vertical thickness of the black blob at
the touching position is small as compared with the
thickness of the stroke width. But in some cases
thickness may equal or greater than the stroke width.
6. Indian scripts characters contain sidebars in the
characters at the right end of the character, e.g., in
Gurmukhi script 12 consonants have sidebars at the
right end of the character. The possibility of
touching is increased at this position.
Before recognition, segmentation of the touching
characters is most challenging task. There are two key
issues involved in this problem. The first issue is to
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find the candidate of segmentation, i.e. the segment of
the complete word, which may contain the touching
characters. Second issue is to find the break location
within the candidate of segmentation, i.e. the column,
which will correctly segment the two touching
characters into isolated characters.
The problem of segmenting the touching characters
in Gurmukhi script is very much different from the
Roman script in many aspects:
1. In Gurmukhi script touching characters can be found
in upper, middle and lower zone. Further the
touching characters can be divided into 5 categories:
(a) Upper zone characters touching with each other
(as shown in figure 2(a)).
(b) Upper zone characters touching with middle zone
characters (as shown in figure 2(b)).
(c) Middle zone characters touching with each other
(as shown in figure 2(c)).
(d) Middle zone characters touching with lower zone
characters (as shown in figure 2(d)).
(e) The lower zone characters touching with each
other (as shown in figure 2(e)).
But in Roman script there is no concept of upper,
middle and lower zone.

Gurmukhi script as shown in figure 1, which does
not happens in Roman script since the concept of
headline is not present in Roman script.
5. As shown in figure 3, in Gurmukhi script the
problem of multiple horizontally overlapping lines
exists. Also existence of small sized strips containing
only upper/lower zones makes the problem of line
segmentation more complicated [12]. This problem
is rarely found in Roman script.

Figure 3. Different strip lines in
printed Gurmukhi script.

Figure 2. Touching characters in three
zones (touching characters encircled):
(a) upper zone characters touching
each other, (b) upper zone characters
touching with middle zone characters,
(c) middle zone characters touching
with each other, (d) middle zone
characters touching with lower zone
characters, (e) lower zone characters
touching with each other.
2. Generally the shape of the two touching characters in
Gurmukhi script is very much different from any
basic character, in contrary to Roman script where
the combined shape of “r” and “n” makes “m”.
3. In Gurmukhi script the tendency of touching of
middle zone characters is more in middle of the
characters and less at upper and bottom of the
characters, but in Roman script it is more at upper
and bottom of the characters and less in the middle
of the characters.
4. Due to presence of the headline, characters are
always connected with neighboring characters in

For segmenting the touching characters in
Gurmukhi script the authors have proposed a solution
[12]. The algorithms are proposed for segmenting the
touching characters in all three zones, i.e. upper,
middle and lower zone. These algorithms have shown
reasonable improvement in segmenting the touching
characters.

2.2. Broken characters
In this kind of degraded text the single character
has been broken into more than one component. It is
also observed that fragmented characters cause more
errors than touching or heavy printed characters. This
may be a natural consequence of the fact that there are
generally more white pixels, even in text areas of the
page, than black pixels. Therefore, converting a black
pixel to a white pixel loses more information than vice
versa [25]. Figure 4 shows some words of Gurmukhi
script containing broken characters.
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Figure 4. Broken Characters in
Gurmukhi script.
The main reasons of the occurrence of the
fragmented or broken characters in the document are
inadequate scanning threshold, tired printer or copier
cartridges, worn ribbons, light printed magazines or
documents, misadjusted impact printers, degraded
historical documents, faxed documents, dot matrix text
etc. In extreme cases, only a few pixels of a character
remain, not even enough for a human to identify the
character in isolation as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Extremely Broken Characters
in Gurmukhi script.
Excessive fragmentation may destroy an entire
phrase as shown in figure 6, making even a person to
identify with much difficulty.

Figure 6. Excessive fragmentation
destroying entire phrase.
Due to presence of the broken characters the
performance of any OCR may further decrease. Most
of the work on recognition of headline based Indian
scripts (Gurmukhi, Devanagari and Bangla) is based on
the recognition and position of the headline. Due to
broken characters as shown in figure 6, if the headline
is destroyed, it will further make the problem more
complicated.
On statistical analysis of the broken characters, we
made following observations:
1. One character may be broken either horizontally or
vertically in more than one fragment. The percentage
of horizontally fragmented characters is more than of
vertically fragmented characters. This is due to that,
generally the headlines preserves it from breaking

which causes less fragmented characters in vertical
direction. Diagonally broken characters are also
found in printed Gurmukhi script.
2. If spacing between the characters is less, it becomes
difficult to determine which fragment belongs to
which character.
3. Generally each fragment of the broken character will
have aspect ratio less than of a single isolated
character.
4. Broken characters are generally found in middle
zone, less in upper zone and very less in lower zone.
5. The fragment of a character is generally not similar
in shape of some other individual character.
The recognition of broken characters in Gurmukhi
script is somewhat different form the Roman script.
1. In Gurmukhi script mainly the broken characters are
found in middle zone and less in upper and middle
zone, but there is no concept of zoning in Roman
Script.
2. Generally there is less information loss in case of
Gurmukhi broken characters as the headline can be
preserved even if we have broken characters.
Restoration of headline may cause characters to lose
less information as compared to Roman script
characters as the concept of headline is not present in
Roman script.
3. In Roman script diagonally broken characters are
also found along with horizontal and vertical broken
characters. But the chances of founding the
diagonally broken characters in Gurmukhi script are
less.
4. One broken character fragment in Roman script may
be same in shape of some other character but in
Gurmukhi script it happens rarely.
Restoration of the text is the most important task in
case of recognition of the broken characters.
Repeatedly application of dilation and erosion
operation as preprocessing task can help to restore the
image in some extent. Headline can be restored easily
with the detection of its position. For segmentation of
the broken characters, an approach to simultaneously
segmentation and recognizing process can be useful. In
this technique after selecting each fragment, it can be
processed for recognition as a character. If it is
recognized take the next segment otherwise merge with
this segment the next segment and try to recognize
both the segments as the fragments of a single
character. Keep on adding the fragments until a
character has been identified.
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2.3. Heavy print
Sometimes even if the characters that are easily
isolated, heavy print can distort their shapes, making
them unidentifiable. It is very difficult to recognize a
heavily printed character. The source of this king of
degradation is the same as that of first category, i.e.
touching characters. Figure 7 consists of some of the
heavy printed characters in Gurmukhi script.

Figure 7. Heavy printed characters in
Gurmukhi script.
The following observations have been made on the
statistical analysis of the heavy print Gurmukhi
characters:
1. The aspect ratio of the heavily printed characters is
almost same as that of the original character.
2. It is very difficult to extract the features of such
character, as it is just like a blob of black pixels of
the height and width of the original character, with
no ascenders or descenders to help distinguish them.
3. Generally heavy printed characters are also touching
with neighboring characters, i.e. also falling in
touching character category.
4. Most of the heavy printed characters have loop in
their structure.
5. Heavy printed characters can be found in middle
zone as well as lower and upper zone also. Even in
clean documents characters in lower and upper zone
are heavily printed.
6. Most of the times the shape of a heavy printed
character may look like some other character.
Since the reason of production of heavily printed
characters are same as that of touching characters, so
most of time problem of heavily printed characters is
merged with touching characters. Leading OCRs of
Roman scripts fails to recognize heavy printed
characters [25]. Nothing specific has been done in
Indian scripts to deal with the problem of heavily
printed characters. .
Not any special work has been reported to be done
in this special category as every time this category of
degraded text is treated same as the touching
characters. The best solution to recognize these
characters is to bypass the recognition process until
post-processing stage is encountered. Here on the basis

of dictionary look up, if the word containing the heavy
printed characters is not a valid word, the dictionary
lookup post processing work will correct it
automatically.

2.4. Faxed Documents
Faxed documents are also treated as degraded
documents as recognition of faxed documents creates
its own kind of problems. Faxed documents are very
light printed documents in general producing a large
number of broken characters, few touching characters,
and sometimes only few pixels remains of entire word.
Faxed documents contains both salt and pepper noise.
Sometimes it becomes difficult to recognize the faxed
documents text even for human being. The following
observations have been noted in the faxed document
text:
1. The width of the stroke is not constant over the
document.
2. Entire document contains varieties of the text, i.e.
broken characters, touching characters in all three
zones, broken and merged characters etc.
3. The quality the fax document also depends upon the
quality of fax machine.
Some work has been reported to done to enhance
the faxed documents so that a general OCR can
understand them [20,21].

Figure 8. Words taken from faxed
Gurmukhi script documents.

2.5. Typewritten Documents
Typewritten documents are another kind
degraded documents. Typewriters are widely used
government offices in India. Recognition
typewritten documents is itself a challenge as
typewritten document contains many problems
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are various other kinds of degradation also e.g. stray
marks, curved baselines, blurred images, punctuations,
and typographic degradations.
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